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Festival of the Cranes Returns!

The Festival season is almost upon us, starting
with our virtual Crane Fiesta offerings on
November 18 -19 and then the return of our inperson Festival of the Cranes December 1-3.
Workshops at both Crane Fiesta and Festival
of the Cranes focus on photography, birding,
and environmental education. At the in-person
Festival of the Cranes, we also offer hikes,
historical tours in Socorro and Fort Craig,
workshops at our sister refuge Sevilleta, and
nighttime photography at the Very Large Array
west of Magdalena.
“We are thrilled to invite people back in person for
the first time since 2019,” says Mary Ruff, Friends
Board President. “We hope people come to
immerse themselves in this unique environment
and enjoy the community built from a shared love
of this place and these animals. The Friends of
Bosque del Apache is happy to offer our 33rd
Festival to celebrate the birds, the refuge, and the
beauty of the middle Rio Grande valley.”

Main Venues
Bosque del Apache NWR for Outdoor
Workshops and Expo Room
We will hold our field workshops outdoors at
beautiful Bosque del Apache National Wildlife
Refuge. This year, we will partner with the City
of Socorro and Socorro Consolidated Schools
to provide comfortable and safe transportation
for our guests on the refuge. Also, at the refuge
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visitor center we’ll host an Expo Room, which
will feature photography and birding companies,
environmental organizations, and a booth by
Friends of Bosque del Apache. Our Expo Room
will be much smaller than the Expo Tent of years
past, but also more weather-proof and warmer!

Indoor Seminars at NMT
This year, all indoor seminars will meet in
Macey Center classrooms on the New Mexico
Tech (NMT) campus in Socorro. The large NMT
classrooms will allow us to keep the event
Covid-safe and accessible (ADA compliant)
while providing instructors with more reliable
internet connections for their presentations.
The comfortable classrooms will be a welcome
(and warm) respite from the New Mexican winter
compared with previous festivals. If you have
attended Festival of the Cranes before, you likely
remember that our largest classroom space
was a tent, and, unfortunately, the New Mexico
weather isn’t always cooperative in December.
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we – citizens, consumers, organizations, and
private corporations – collaborate to create
and restore wetlands?” He will also tell us how
we can help, by sharing with us his practical
experiences from around the globe.
This talk is for everyone—come hear realworld examples and learn how people from all
backgrounds and personal interests can work
together for one another’s benefit. It’s time to
break down barriers and work together. All are
welcome to join us. Bring your questions!
Macey Center on the New Mexico Tech campus

Keynote Talk: “Wetland Magic:
The Role of Wetlands in a
Changing World”
Barnaby Briggs, Chairperson of Waterfowl
and Wetlands Trust, will share an enlightening
presentation on Thursday night, December 1 at
NMT’s Macey Center auditorium. His topic is so
important and timely that we’ve decided to make
it free to the public so that everyone can afford
to come—community members, NMT students
and professors, farmers, ranchers, hunters,
environmentalists, and all.

Wildlife Zone for Kids of All
Ages!
Want to see raptors, reptiles, and prairie dogs
up close? Come to Wildlife Zone on Saturday,
December 3, 9 am-4 pm, for “kids of all ages”
and still cost-free! Many of our partners will
join us to showcase rehabilitated wildlife (birds,
reptiles, mammals), share activities, or paint your
face to resemble your favorite wild animal! We’ll
also host live music during portions of the day to
add to the festive environment.

Become a Part of Our
Community Celebration!
We crafted this festival for YOU to enjoy
educational and creative opportunities and
to connect with likeminded people
who may just become Crane Fiesta | Festival of th
e Cranes
2022
new friends.
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This year, we are
offering twelve virtual
and over sixty inperson workshops,
with twenty
being cost-free.
Registration began
on September 15
for the general
public. Several
Barnaby Briggs
workshops have
sold out, but there
Wetlands are magic – literally! Although they is still availability in others. To view a
represent only a tiny percentage of the world’s catalogue of all events and to register go to:
surface and are disappearing fast, they still
have the potential to save our planet. Briggs’ https://friendsofbosquedelapache.org/festival
keynote talk will answer the question, “How can
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Reshaping Bosque
Del Apache For A
Climate-Ready Future

Mexico’s desert. Near the northern edge of
Bosque del Apache National Wildlife Refuge
sits a beautiful area known as the “Wetland
Roost.” This is where many of those travelers
begin their Bosque del Apache experience. You
may recognize the scene of a thousand sandhill
cranes peacefully standing over shimmering
Upgrading an Iconic Wetland water in front of hazy blue mountains. During
Recent drought challenges are an opportunity sunrise a few hundred snow geese will lift off
for improvement at the refuge’s most iconic noisily in the cold morning air.
seasonal wetland.
We are repeating portions of an article that
is available on the USFWS Bosque del
Apache website at https://www.fws.gov/
story/2022-08/reshaping-bosque-delapache-climate-ready-future
Since the refuge released this web article in
late August, refuge staff has made significant
progress on this wetland roost. Much of the
work that the article discusses is well underway
and might even be completed in time for the
upcoming winter season and the in-person
Festival of the Cranes! If you drive past the
Wetland Roost this autumn, you’ll notice that
flooding has begun.
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However, this iconic experience has been
missing at this location over the past two
years. There has been no water in the Wetland
Roost, and thus no flocks of cranes spending
the night there. Take a drive to the refuge these
past two winters and you will have noticed
a parking lot for the Wetland Roost facing a
dry desert expanse. This has been confusing
and disappointing for all who love the refuge.
Even though there are many other seasonal
wetlands to enjoy, many visitors wonder if the
condition of the Wetland Roost represents the
whole refuge.

Water-wise Decisions
Why has the Wetland Roost not been filled
since autumn of 2019? In New Mexico, water
The Wetland Roost
availability has changed dramatically. With
most of the state facing severe drought
Each December morning, hundreds of conditions and predictions of an even drier
spectators travel to witness the wonder of future, we must recognize that practices that
winter bird migration in the heart of New were sustainable in the past are no longer
Photo: Stan Bravenec
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sustainable now. Every land manager must
adapt to be water-efficient and meticulous
with how to best use this precious resource.
At Bosque del Apache, that means that
refuge biologists and management have also
changed how water is used on the land.
Limited water at Bosque del Apache translates
to prioritizing the filling of seasonal wetlands
which have high amounts of migratory bird
food. This has left the Wetland Roost dry as
refuge staff waited for the people, tools, and
time to revitalize this beloved wetland and
improve its water efficiency.

Adapting the Landscape
Every challenge can be seen as an opportunity,
and the temporary pause of the Wetland Roost
is no exception. The Wetland Roost is a prime
candidate for water-efficient restructuring.
Refuge manager Deb Williams is picturing
this fall as a time to continue reshaping the
landscape for drought efficiency.

Tractors and other heavy equipment will be used for upcoming
work on the Wetland Roost. Photo: Tomas Rosales/FWS

parks and wild spaces, but as something that
we all do together no matter where we are, and
no matter who we are. A healthy river ecosystem
supports a healthy valley for all of us.

Here at Bosque del Apache, volunteers and
staff will continue to respond to changes to
The Wetland Roost is full of movement. Refuge natural resources, and we will continue to
staff worked together using tractors and prepare for our shared future as part of the
construction equipment to reshape the land. A community of the Rio Grande Valley.
bulldozer molded the back of the area so that
the water has a western barrier – preventing
water from seeping into the dry desert bajada.
A scraper leveled the ground so water will fill
evenly in the future – optimizing every drop to
provide that expanse of water the cranes enjoy.
An excavator repaired the ditch that runs from
the well to the wetland, improving the flow of
water from its future source. All these changes
will help make this unit more water efficient.
Water challenges are unlikely to lessen in
coming years. They impact all of us, not
just here on the refuge. Water is a shared
resource among many users across multiple
states. This complicates management and
conservation. From Montana down to New
Mexico, the rancher, farmer, national wildlife
refuge, state park, and household all may have
different priorities, but we all need to work
together to conserve, enhance, and protect
our shared natural resources. We need to think
of conservation not just as something done by
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Bosque del Apache NWR and other refuges use ditches to
transport water. Photo: T.J. Cooke

Visitor Center
Operations Are
Gearing Up for Our
Busy Season

Sunset Reflections
with Cranes Inspires
2022 Festival Quilt
Design

We are excited to welcome you back to our
Bosque del Apache visitor center this fall!
Though hours are subject to change based on
staffing, our plan is for the visitor center to be
open 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. seven days a week
starting October 23, 2022. You can always
check the refuge website for current hours:
https://www.fws.gov/refuge/bosque-delapache
We are happy to have extra help this season for
our visitor center and scenic drive. The refuge’s
visitor services program welcomed three
seasonal employees (Stacey Moeller, John
Saluke, and Tamara Sykes) and two interns (Ri
Corwin and Grace Bahena) this fall. With their
help and that of our RV volunteers, we hope
to pilot our first schedule of in-person talks
at the station, increase our virtual presence,
and continue to keep the refuge clean and
beautiful. We are looking forward to serving
more audiences through our diversified visitor
services programing!
– Amanda Walker, USFWS Park Ranger, Bosque del Apache

Bosque del Apache Visitor Center lobby

2022 Festival of the Cranes custom quilt – Sunset Reflections

Imagine yourself at Bosque del Apache’s
Flight Deck in the late afternoon or dusk,
hearing the calls of sandhill cranes and snow
geese as they come back to the wetlands to
roost for the night in the protective waters of
this wetland. As you watch wave after wave of
these birds fly in, the sun begins to set and the
sky is golden, then it is coral and eventually
purple, rose, and magenta. These colors reflect
in the wetlands as the birds land. As you watch
the spectacle, your gaze settles on a mated
pair of sandhill cranes, and you hear the male
give out a series of calls to announce their
arrival at their evening roost. As you reflect on
the beauty around you, you realize that you are
privileged to behold a scene that has unfolded
over millions of years.
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This year’s stunning raffle quilt, entitled Sunset
Reflections, captures just such a scene as
described above. It is a gift from the Fiber Arts
Guild of Socorro County to Friends of Bosque
del Apache NWR for our annual raffle. It recently
won both a blue ribbon and Best of Show at the
Socorro County Fair!

fabric featuring graduated colors as sunset
unfolds. It is custom quilted with a machine
and is full of meaningful patterns. Above
the sandhill cranes’ heads, you will notice a
triangular pattern, known in quilting as “flying
geese,” just like the geese fly into the wetlands
and join the cranes at sunset. Note the circular
patterns all around the birds, one particularly
For only $10, you may buy a raffle ticket for a intricate pattern coming from the larger crane’s
chance to win this fabulous artwork and bring a mouth as he sings/calls. Also, note the “feather
piece of Bosque del Apache into your home. We pattern” of quilting throughout the cranes’
will draw the winning ticket for this stunning quilt bodies. The wetlands beneath the cranes’ feet
on December 16, 2022. Buy your tickets online is stitched in a pattern called “water meander.”
at: https://secure.friendsofbosquedelapache. You will see that reeds are drawn/stitched into
org/a/quilt-raffle-2022/
the wetlands, just as they appear in the photo.
The effect of the cranes’ reflections in the water
Quilters Inspired by Maynard
is also achieved with stitching.

Photograph

The
quilters
this
year were inspired
in their creation by a
photograph that Bob
Maynard of Colorado
Plateau Photo Tours
took at Bosque del
Apache. After seeing
a photo of this quilt,
Maynard was, in turn,
inspired
and
was
moved to participate.
He is now donating a
13-inch wide by 19.5- Photo by Bob Maynard,
inspiration for Sunset
inch high, plaque- the
Reflections
mounted archival print
of his beautiful photo for a drawing at Festival
of the Cranes! This print can be wall hung either
by a typical wire or a French cleat and retails
for $450 in galleries. When you buy a ticket
to be entered into the quilt raffle, you will also
automatically be entered into the drawing for
this beautiful photograph! We will draw the
winning ticket for this artwork at our Friends
Dinner on December 1 during Festival of the
Cranes (need not be present to win).

Additional special features include borders
on all sides of the quilt that are created in the
French braid pattern, and the corners are in the
log cabin pattern. Look closely: the stitched
patterns within the French braid look like
abstract rosettes or faceted gems. The quilt
measures 45 inches across by 60 inches long.

The Fiber Arts Guild of Socorro County has
created and given Bosque del Apache-themed
quilts to the Friends for auction or raffle since
2015. Over eight years, they have donated ten
beautiful quilts to Friends of Bosque del Apache
for the Festival of the Cranes. These beautiful
one-of-a-kind quilts, which we have auctioned
or raffled, have brought nearly $25,000 into
our coffers. When we asked Debi Card of the
guild why they are so invested in doing this, she
said, “We just love Bosque del Apache, and it
has given so much to us—we want to give back.
We are lucky to have such a gem in our own
back yard here in Socorro County.” Debi and
her mother, Norma Lorang, have spearheaded
this effort through the years and have involved
other talented quilters in the Fiber Arts Guild
of Socorro County. Not only do they donate
their time and talents, but also the materials
to make the quilt. Friends and the refuge are
Sunset Reflection Quilt Details so thankful for their unbelievable generosity!
Quilting, just like love for Bosque del Apache,
The color scheme in the quilt mirrors a sunset at
stitches people together in a shared passion
Bosque del Apache. The main body is an ombre
and creates community.
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Quilters in Fiber Arts Guild of Socorro County who created the stunning quilt - (Left to right): Norma Lorang (lead designer), Heidi
Wacker, Debi Card, Linda Emary, Charlene Coles, with artist Bill Bailey. Others not in the photo are Ann Hook, Nancy Dotson, and
Jeri Leaverton. These talented quilters worked over three months to create this masterpiece.
Custom machine quilter: Bobbi Lucero of Edge Water Quilting in Albuquerque, NM (not shown)

Celebrating Amanda Walker, Bosque del
Apache NWR Park Ranger
This month, we celebrate Amanda Walker’s
seven years as a Bosque del Apache park
ranger. Amanda delights in the natural
world, and as you read further, you’ll see
that she always has. Since October 2015, we
at Bosque del Apache have been fortunate
to have someone as talented as Amanda
lead educational tours in the field for
elementary school-aged children, as well as
share environmental education curriculum
in the classroom. Among her many other
duties, Amanda writes educational articles,
brochures, and social media posts for the
public, advises visitors, partners with the
Friends of Bosque del Apache (Friends), and
mentors summer college interns. Let’s look at
how it all began.

Amanda’s Path to Becoming a
Park Ranger

As a kid growing up in central Vermont, I spent
my summer days in our backyard searching for
salamanders and frogs,” says Amanda. “Into
a pail they’d go for closer inspection. After I
confirmed their identities as an orange fourlegged animal with reddish spots and a bumpy
brown amphibian, they’d be released back to
their home with a story to tell their friends. I’d
move on in my day reading or picking flowers.
Today, I find myself fortunate to spend parts of
my days doing the same thing – albeit in a drier
climate and with slightly different creatures. No
longer the eight-year-old set loose to occupy
the sunlight, I now get to share my curiosity
with others as a park ranger.”
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Amanda wanted to pursue her interest in
outdoor conservation and discovered during
her college career at Unity College in southern
Maine that she also loved teaching others
about the environment. She pursued this
interest after college graduation through
a series of internships at national wildlife
refuges (NWRs). She first spent a few months
at Necedah NWR in central Wisconsin, known
for its whooping cranes, where she was
their educational specialist. She focused on
learning how to teach others, via some master’s
level courses and community college classes,
and while doing so, moved to an internship
at another wildlife refuge. She spent three
seasons at Silvio O. Conte National Fish and
Wildlife Refuge in western Massachusetts,

environmental studies program via Green
Mountain College in Vermont. While working
on her master’s degree, she spent one-and-ahalf years at Chincoteague National Wildlife
Refuge on Virginia’s eastern shore, where she
helped with visitor services. She graduated with
an master’s of science degree in environmental
studies in 2015, completing an environmental
education curriculum that combined natural
resources and physics. While at Chincoteague
NWR, Amanda also searched for a permanent
position with US Fish and Wildlife, and credits
her very helpful supervisors with helping her in
her quest.

Amanda’s First Fulltime,
Permanent Job with USFWS
– at Bosque del Apache
In 2015, Amanda says that she “took a huge
leap of faith.” She interviewed for the open
park ranger position at Bosque del Apache
NWR. She said she wanted a chance to explore
more of the United States, a new environment,
and a new culture. Before accepting this new
position, she had never been to the desert,
to New Mexico, or so far from her home in the
eastern US.

Amanda Walker, Bosque del Apache park ranger

When asked how the adjustment was for her,
she said, “I’ve always been a person who found
beauty in different environments and who was
curious about everything. Upon arriving here,
I still felt connected to my home because
here I could spend time hiking and camping in
the mountains, seeing large trees (this time,
cottonwoods), and enjoying wildlife and wild
places.” She also feels that being so far from
home has allowed her to find out more about
herself – finding out what works best for her,
and who she is separate from her family (to
whom she has always been very close). Being
in New Mexico, she has also been able to
introduce her family to a new area as well, as
they now come visit her at Bosque del Apache.

where she helped run the visitor center and
drove a mobile visitor center throughout the Being here for seven years, Amanda has
Connecticut River Watershed to schools, weathered many changes, and she is now
festivals, and fairs.
one of only four staff members who are still
here since her arrival in 2015! From being the
Amanda soon found an online graduate “newbie” back in 2015, she has grown to be
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with a group of first and second graders on the
Canyon Trail, I mentioned that we were walking
through Solitude Canyon. Their teacher asked
them what the word solitude meant. They
looked at him blankly. “What does it sound
like?” he asked. “Solo?” they responded.
I asked Amanda what is most challenging in her “Yeah! So what does that mean? It’s what I
job. She replied, “limited resources”: “those crave after school,” he said. “Chocolate?” they
of us who are so passionate about this cause replied.]
sometimes find that there is simply not enough
funding to match that passion. We need Amanda sees her job as being a translator,
to continue to encourage stewardship and which uses a combination of her science
finding the value of nature and conservation in background, her writing skill, and her interpretive
our culture.” Despite the challenges, Amanda abilities – interpreting management decisions
remains hopeful and optimistic. She tries to and scientific concepts into language
spark wonder and engagement in others and more easily understood by the public. She
listens closely to what visitors say and ask to
finds that it happens for her as well.
understand what they really want to know and
why, how she might tell the stories they want to
What Does Amanda Love
hear. Many visitors want to understand more
deeply what goes on at the refuge and why.
About Her Job?
one of the more experienced staff members,
a person with institutional knowledge and the
breadth of experience to mentor others. In her
young life, she has not been at any other job
this long.

Amanda loves so much about her job. She
enjoys talking with visitors who have come
here for many years and feeling their passion
and strong connection to this place; this
reminds her that the work she does is very
important. Fostering connection is a critical
and rewarding part of her job. Visitors are key
stakeholders in management decisions about
wetlands, drought, and more. She is in a unique
position to listen deeply to what visitors and
the general public have to say.
She also loves interacting with Socorro
County elementary school students, and she
has the most experience working with those
students just up the road from the refuge at
San Antonio Elementary. She is humbled (and
often amused) at the perceptions of kids – they
keep her in touch with that curious and fresh
part of herself as well. [For example: hiking

Looking Forward

Amanda is looking forward to continuing
to learn about this place and what makes it
special to so many. She wants to continue
building expertise in what she is doing, while
also maintaining a sense of wonder and
curiosity.
What can she learn from the life experiences of
others? How can she best connect to people
of all ages? What will this tell her about
herself?
In closing, Amanda says, “Thinking about my
own journey, I realize that the time I spent as a
kid chasing my own curiosity was a significant
step to arriving where I am today: a steward
of nature, communicating to others about the
importance of the outdoors.”
–Deb Caldwell, Friends of Bosque del Apache

Photo by Colleen Gino
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Farewell Summer Interns

In our last edition, you read about enthusiastic and bright college students whom the staff of
Bosque del Apache and Friends welcomed from around the US for Summer 2022 internships.
Your donations make it possible to hire summer interns year after year! Over the past six years
(summers 2017-2022), we’ve hired twenty-seven interns to assist in important refuge projects
and operations. Special thanks go out to those who made large contributions over the past two
years to support internships: the family of Loyal and Mildred Benham, who contributed in their
parents’ memory; and Jonathan and Tessa Dowell. This year again, we had wonderful interns in
the biology and visitor services teams. Their time here was valuable both to Bosque del Apache
and to the interns. We’ve asked their staff mentors and each of the students to remark on their
experiences.

Interns Played Pivotal Role in the Biology Program

Where did the time go?! This summer, Bosque del Apache NWR welcomed three bright and
engaging interns to assist the refuge with carrying out high priority biological tasks. With the
Biology Department having a vacancy in the Senior Biologist position and this summer being
my first year at BdA, the role the interns played was pivotal to keeping the department afloat.
McKenzie, Laurel, and Marissa led the field work for conducting southwestern willow flycatcher
and yellow-billed cuckoo presence/absence surveys, aided in controlling invasive plants on
the refuge, and assisted our New Mexico jumping mouse intern, Bryden Baker, in checking/
setting camera traps and conducting vegetation surveys. They also wrote monthly reports for
internal use, prepared willow flycatcher surveys forms and created GIS maps for submission
to the USFWS Ecological Services office, assisted researchers with invertebrate pitfall traps
and yellow-billed cuckoo target netting. Further, they visited other refuges to learn more about
urban refuge planning and to participate in bird banding operations, and so much more! Their
time here earned them experience in working with three threatened/endangered species and
preparing biological reports. On behalf of the Biology Department and staff at BdA, we want
to thank McKenzie, Laurel, and Marissa for their hard work and wish them the best of luck with
their continuing education. We already miss their enthusiasm and smiling faces in the office.
We also want to thank the Friends of Bosque del Apache for making their internship possible.
We hope the interns remember their time at BdA fondly, and we look forward to watching them
progress in their careers.

–Claire Revekant, Wildlife Biologist

Laurel Trout
I had a fantastic summer at Bosque del Apache!
I learned so much and acquired amazing
scientific field experience. The refuge staff
was incredibly funny and supportive; it was
obvious that they really care about our careers
and want us to succeed. Our supervisor, Claire
Revekant, was excellent and gave us extremely
helpful guidance that will help us get hired in
the future. I would like to thank everyone at the
Bosque for welcoming us biology interns for
the summer and the Friends of the Bosque for
their generous financial support that made it
possible for us to work here!
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Laurel checking a New Mexico Meadow Jumping Mouse
camera trap.

McKenzie Hagenbuch
To say my summer at Bosque del Apache (BdA)
National Wildlife Refuge was magical would be
a total understatement. I cannot put into words
how absolutely special every single sunrise,
bird song, and laugh we shared was, and how
much these moments meant to me. Getting to
work with many members of the team at BdA,
whether it be staff, intern, or volunteer, was a
dream because there are so many rock stars
here. I truly believe that this opportunity was
meant to be for me, starting with the interview
process. For this reason, leaving the Bosque
to return to school was extra bittersweet.

McKenzie holding a baby javelina.

I am thankful to have come to do exactly what I had wished: to diversify my field experience and
skill set. I am walking away with so much more than I expected to learn. I am especially thankful
for the guidance, kindness, passage of knowledge, and mentorship that Claire Revekant, our
supervisor, showed us. I simply cannot thank her enough for everything. I hope to stay in touch
with everyone and visit again soon! I also sincerely hope to have had an equally, if not greater,
positive effect on the folks here than they all have had on me. Thank you to the Friends for making
this summer possible for me. I will forever owe you a great debt of gratitude.

Marissa Myers

Marissa helping conduct a survey on a woody herbaceous
species for the River Realignment Project.

This summer was an experience that I will
cherish forever! Coming in, I wasn’t sure
what to expect, but BdA exceeded all my
expectations. From the moment I got here,
all the staff members were nothing short of
amazing. Through them, I was able to learn so
much during my time on the refuge. Every day
was a new adventure and learning experience.
During our adventures, we had so many
laughs!. Overall, I am extremely grateful to
have shared this experience with the other
interns and to have had an amazing supervisor
and mentor as passionate and motivated as
Claire Revekant is. This would not have been
possible without the Friends: so from the
bottom of my heart I would like to say thank
you!

College Interns: The Backbone of Routine Summer Visitor
Operations
This summer, we had two amazing interns helping and supporting visitor services in all its diverse
tasks. Friends-supported intern Olivia Knight arrived in early May, and Jacqueline Torrez, a US
Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) Career Discovery Program intern, started in early June. Both
Olivia and Jacqui stayed for approximately twelve weeks, and they brought with them strong
11

backgrounds in biology/wildlife science and Olivia Knight
an eagerness to connect people to wildlife and
support a sense of community in taking care of My time here at Bosque del Apache has
our environment.
been unmatched! I have learned a plethora
of different skills across multiple fields at this
Olivia and Jacqui not only formed the amazing refuge. I gained so much knowledge
backbone for our routine visitor operations that I know will not only take me far in my
but also dedicated their time to making the schooling, but also in my career.
refuge a place where all people would be
helped and welcomed. Their work this summer Refuge staff gave me so many opportunities. I
spanned helping reach the public in real time led field trips, worked on outreach programs,
and in months to come. From scheduling six and interacted with visitors at the front
months of Facebook posts to repairing the desk. I helped conduct surveys for the
visitor services fleet vehicles, these interns endangered New Mexico meadow jumping
worked hard to provide outreach tools that mouse, southwestern willow flycatcher, and
reach diverse audiences whether in person or the yellow billed cuckoo. I also planted seeds
virtually.
in and maintained the Desert Arboretum,
installed signs, managed invasive species,
and designed and created social media posts.
This is the best outcome of the summer I could
have hoped for, and I am incredibly grateful for
my supervisors Amanda Walker and Jessica
Jia. They will be in my life for a very long time to
come, and I could not be happier to call them
my people.

Intern Olivia Knight and biologist Claire Revekant

We were sincerely grateful for their
thoughtfulness, their skills, and their insights.
We had a busy summer: we reopened the
visitor center, started field trips again, hosted
congressional visits, navigated the refuge’s
first COVID cases, maintained our publicuse areas, and more. We cannot wait to see
where our interns’ newfound skillsets take
them and wish them both well as they return
to school and apply their newfound skills and
experience!
–Amanda Walker and Jessica Jia, Park Rangers
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I was absolutely enamored with my internship,
and I will never forget the experiences I had and
the people I met along the way. I have learned
so much about what I want to do with my career.
Jess and Amanda have been so important
in helping me find my footing in the world of
conservation. Thank you again to the Friends
of Bosque del Apache for making this summer
possible and supporting me throughout these
weeks.

Jacqueline (Jacqui) Torrez

I never expected to have this wonderful
opportunity to work at Bosque Del Apache. I
applied for the Friends park ranger internship,
but that position was already filled (with Olivia
Knight). I was thrilled to then be offered a
position in a similar internship through the US
Fish and Wildlife Service Career Discovery
Internship Program (CDIP). This summer went
entirely too fast! My experience here as an
intern has been valuable in both knowledge
and connections.

I had a variety of roles during my summer stay.
Some of my duties included working in visitor
services, maintenance, and biology. I learned
a variety of skills in visitor services, including
creating outreach programs to educate local
school children, greeting and informing the
public, and even learning to tag butterflies.
Both of my supervisors, Jessica Jia and
Amanda Walker, made sure to teach me and
my fellow intern, Olivia Knight, as much as
possible. In maintenance, I assisted in a
plethora of different tasks. Jerry Crouch was
an essential part of my experience in this field
of work. With him, I tackled the tasks of the
Intern Jacqui Torrez with crew member Jerry Crouch
disassembly and reassembly of the refuge’s
16-wheeler. He taught me proper cleaning and personal protection procedures while working
in the vehicle shop. Through this, I gained a deeper appreciation for all the work that the refuge
maintenance crew does, whether it be fixing a variety of vehicles to help the refuge as a whole
or farming to produce food for the birds this winter. Lastly, I was able to work as a biologist, to
participate in numerous bird bandings and surveys. Through this program I collaborated with
nearby refuges for song-bird banding. I had previous experience using mist netting; however,
this experience was different because I was learning and discussing new things with fellow
birders. I was able to attend a bird survey with biology intern Laurel Trout. Afterwards, refuge
biologist Claire Revekant provided me with the tools to conduct my own bird survey, giving me
the opportunity to explore the refuge wilderness by myself.
I’m very grateful for all that I learned during this summer, and I am glad for the opportunity to
have such a well-rounded internship in CDIP. Thank you to all the staff and interns at Bosque
del Apache who provided me with so much to further my knowledge and experience as an
environmentalist.

Space-Age Technology for Down-to-Earth SoilMoisture Management at the Refuge
Bosque del Apache National Wildlife Refuge (refuge) is an oasis on the Rio Grande. Water
management is crucial for this oasis, from filling the marsh where the egrets hunt to growing the
grains the sandhill cranes and snow geese will eat all winter.
The refuge needs much water to sustain this wilderness. Fortunately, the Rio Grande fills the
water table just enough so that water is available from the ground even if the riverbed is dry.
The refuge exercises careful stewardship in using this precious resource responsibly. Using
traditional flood irrigation, the refuge moves water through acequias to inundate the fields of
corn and triticale crops that feed the migratory flocks.
New in 2022, Bosque del Apache is using sensor systems from Hydro Sphere, Inc. to measure
the soil moisture in the crop fields. These measurements show whether the soil is wet enough
for the crops. Made possible by a grant from Friends of Bosque del Apache, round-the-clock
measurements from Hydro Sphere Stationary Systems reveal how quickly the soil is drying, so
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Two Hydro Sphere systems: (1) On the left, the stationary Hydro Sphere system in the cornfield on the North Loop, just after
installation at the start of the 2022 growing season. This solar-powered system includes a neutron detector; weather station
with sensors for temperature, humidity, and air pressure; satellite transponder; and data-logger cabinet; and (2) On the right,
the Rover installed on a refuge tractor; this rover design uses four neutron sensors for high sensitivity, allowing accurate
measurements even at the top speed of the cultivator.

flood irrigation can be scheduled before the crops wilt, but late enough so water from the previous
flooding is used completely. In addition, the refuge cultivator tractor has been mounted with a
Hydro Sphere Rover System that measures every square meter of the fields during cultivation
and reveals whether the laser-leveled fields place water uniformly so no crops are deprived of
water and no water is wasted by overwatering.
Born from research at the University of Arizona in 2005, Hydro Sphere Systems use space-age
technology for soil-moisture management. Cosmic rays are protons racing through the universe at
nearly the speed of light. When this natural background radiation collides with atoms high in Earth’s
atmosphere, the cosmic rays knock neutrons loose from those atoms’ nuclei. Many of these neutrons
then strike the Earth. When those neutrons collide with the nuclei of hydrogen atoms, the neutrons
ricochet away and slow down. Hydro Sphere sensors measure these neutrons to determine how much
hydrogen (and, therefore, how much water) is in the vicinity of the sensor. In the middle of a cornfield,
these sensors allow Hydro Sphere to measure how much water is in the ground.
Unlike a moisture probe a user would bury in the dirt, Hydro Sphere systems measure more than just
the moisture at a single point. A Hydro Sphere Stationary System measures the total soil moisture
across a circular footprint roughly one hundred forty meters in diameter and up to seventy centimeters
deep. These measurements are valuable for the refuge to determine what is happening deep in the root
bed, instantaneously doing work that would require thousands of buried probes to duplicate. Using
only the natural background radiation from cosmic rays, these remote sensors don’t even touch the
soil.
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As every gardener or farmer knows, soil quality makes a big difference in how plants grow. Soil holds
water very much like a sponge. Water fills the voids between the particles of the soil, turning the dirt
into mud. The fraction of the volume of the soil that is filled with water is called the volumetric water
content (VWC), expressed as the percent of the volume of soil that is filled with water. For instance,
a glass full of water would be 100% VWC, and an empty glass would be 0%. The amount of water a
given type of soil can hold before gravity pulls the water down and out of the topsoil is called the field
capacity. Plants’ roots will remove water from the topsoil until the soil can’t give up any more water; this
limit is called the wilting point. The soil at the refuge is sediment eroded from the northern mountains.
This soil contains clay, loam, and sand. The field capacity of the soil at the refuge is roughly 29% of the
volume of the soil, and the wilting point of this soil is roughly 13% VWC.
Hydro Sphere systems have been in operation at the refuge from the beginning of the 2022 growing
0.46 season. The measurements have verified that flood
irrigation quickly saturates the soil to field capacity.
0.27
But the glaring sun and thirsty crops dry the soil
0.23 quickly. This summer’s measurements show the
soil in the active cornfields dried from field capacity
0.20
to near the soil wilting point in roughly ten days. The
0.18 summer monsoons occasionally placed significant
amounts of water in the fields. In some instances,
0.16 this rainfall was enough to lengthen the drying
0.15 time to twenty-three days. These measurements
eliminate the guesswork in deciding when it is
0.12
time to irrigate. Postponing the next irrigation
without
jeopardizing the health of the crops is an
0.05
opportunity to save water. Hydro Sphere uses
The Hydro Sphere website shows a color-coded map
with locations, sensor footprints, and current readings of
both satellite radio and cellphone telemetry to
stationery systems. This figure shows the uphill, center,
display live soil-moisture data on its website.
and downhill systems in Unit 13 A 1.Uphill is north, at the
top of the map.
These communication media have supported
operations worldwide, from golf courses to mountaintops and at installations from Australia to
Germany. The real-time website data support day-to-day management decisions about water
use for many industrial applications.

Three Hydro Sphere stationery systems monitored the field in refuge unit 13 A1 between June 29 and July 24. This chart of their
soil-moisture measurements show two irrigation events and one substantial rain event. The daily oscillation is an extraordinary
sign of wildlife at the refuge: fungi in the soil and plants’ roots work together every night to pump water from deep in the subsoil
back into the topsoil to benefit plants’ photosynthesis the next day. The phenomenon is called “hydraulic lift.”

The Hydro Sphere Rover uses a different internal design for high-speed, high-spatialresolution measurements. This allows a vehicle such as a tractor or a fairway mower to carry
the Rover across a field or golf course, mapping every square meter of the area. These
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to flood penetration resulting from soil salts
deposited during evaporation. The Rover
Analyzer software allows selection of various
subregion zones for analyses. This figure
shows the zone inside the field boundaries has
average soil moisture of 23% VWC, and the
soil under the access roads surrounding the
field is somewhat drier.
Hydro Sphere Systems monitored several
cornfields at Bosque del Apache this summer.
Next steps may include moving the systems
from the cornfields to the other fields in time for
triticale planting and sharing lessons learned
with other farms up and down the Rio Grande.
–L. Jonathan Dowell, Ph.D. (Chief Scientist at Hydro Sphere,
Inc., Friends and OASIS member, and wildlife photographer
who has visited Bosque del Apache National Wildlife Refuge
since 1990.)

mobile surveys can be performed during
routine vehicle operations (such as cultivating
or mowing), requiring no additional resources,
such as staff time or fuel. The result is a
color-coded map (as above) showing the soil
moisture across the field. The map can reveal
spots in the field that are unusually wet or dry,
indicating issues of subsoil drainage, irregular
runoff from leveling and grading, differences
in soil composition, and surface-crust barriers
to water penetration resulting from salts in
the soil left on the surface by evaporation.
In industrial agriculture, these issues can be
resolved by changing how fast irrigation water
is delivered, terracing or leveling the field to
change how water moves across the field,
and amending the soil with mulch or wetting
agents to change how water enters and stays
in the soil in different locations. This summer, a
Rover on the cultivator tractor provided data
the refuge will use to judge whether the lasergraded fields are moving the flood irrigation
across the field at the right speed and keeping
water on the ground for the right duration to
saturate the soil to field capacity.

Arboretum Updates

The Rover produces color-coded maps of the
soil moisture in the fields. The map above,
from a field on the South Loop, shows the
point-to-point variation in soil moisture
resulting from irregular puddles during flood
irrigation and differences in soil composition,
subsoil drainage, and surface-crust barriers
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Evening gardening in the Desert Arboretum. (l-r): Desert
Arboretum manager, Cari Powell; Intern Olivia Knight,
Jessica Jia, and Danielle Gallegos.

This summer at the arboretum has been much
like this summer in New Mexico: very hot
and particularly dry. The spring monsoons
missed us, and we went almost six months
with no discernable rain. The plants of the
desert are uniquely adapted for this vicious
cycle, though. Patience is their main virtue,
and they lie in wait, neither growing nor dying,
hunkering down with their adapted skills:
deep roots, stomata that close during the day
and open at night, the ability to shrink and
expand like a sponge, or seeds hiding in the
soil until just the right amount of rain comes.

Late in the summer, the arboretum was finally
blessed by rain and a bonus—the assistance
of visitor services intern Olivia (Livi) Knight,
career discovery intern Jacqui Torrez, and

staff member Jessica Jia. While many
plants did make it through this exceptionally
long period of drought, some did not. Livi,
Jacqui, and Jessica replanted a few plants
lost to drought as well as began to fill in the
“new” space on the northeast corner of the
arboretum. They also helped to clear all the
arboretum paths of the grass, which springs
up after the start of the monsoons! Even with
the drought, the arboretum cacti put on quite
a show of flowers this summer, and it was fun
to watch the interns experience the beauty of
the desert for the first time.

Intern Jacqui Torrez helping with clean up.

In addition to drought, the arboretum has to
deal with packrats who make their homes in
some of the larger plants. Over two months,
USFWS seasonal staff member Stacey
Moeller assisted with the removal and
relocation of over twenty packrats from the

arboretum! We have also placed wire frame
baskets over some of the smaller and more
delicate plants; they are doing an excellent
job of keeping critters out.
Arboretum manager Cari Powell and
volunteer Tom Hyden took a trip up to Santa
Ana Native Plant Nursery in late August
to purchase some “wish list” plants for the
arboretum, and they had a wonderful time
walking through the rows of native shrubs
and cacti. Keep an eye out for these new
residents in the arboretum this autumn.
Mike Halverson, with the Santa Ana nursery,
is consulting with the Friends on the new
monarch/pollinator patch on the Observation
Blind refuge trail as well. Some work needs to
be done regarding water management at the
proposed planting site, but we are hoping to
start planting in the early fall of 2023.
Something always needs to be done at
the arboretum, and we are always looking
for volunteers to help us keep it beautiful!
We had two work days this fall, October
1 and October 8, as well as the ongoing
weekly Thursday morning work times. If
you are interested in getting a little dirty
and assisting in our gem in the desert,
please contact Cari Powell at arboretum@
friendsofbosquedelapache.org or 970-7597299.
- Cari Powell, Friends Arboretum Manager

Remembering J. Patrick Lannan, Jr.
(1938-2022)
We were saddened at the news that Patrick Lannan died
Wednesday, July 27, 2022, in Santa Fe, New Mexico. The Lannan
Foundation and Patrick himself have made such a difference in the
world, in New Mexico, and at Bosque del Apache.

The Lannan Foundation Has Made Much
Possible for Friends and the Refuge
We are so grateful for the support and care that Patrick, his family,
and the Lannan Foundation have shown us over time. The Lannan
Foundation normally makes grants to nonprofit organizations
in the areas of contemporary visual art, literature, indigenous

J. Patrick Lannan, Jr.
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communities, and cultural freedom. However,
Christina Ann Lannan (Patrick’s daughter)
had a deep love for Bosque del Apache, and
this prompted their relationship with the
refuge and the Friends that has since made a
tremendous difference.

creating resilient programs, and offering
events and education to the public.

Visitor Center Remodel and
Creation of the Lannan Room

The Lannan Foundation’s recent grant to our
Well of Hope project meant that the refuge
could continue its farm program and support
of wildlife in an extreme drought, when water
from the Rio Grande has been scarce or
nonexistent. Without the well repairs that this
grant funded, the refuge would not have been
able to completely meet its mission this year.

Anyone who has attended a large meeting
or event at Bosque del Apache in the past
two decades is very familiar with the Lannan
Room inside the visitor center. Funding from
the Lannan Foundation (and others) made
possible the remodel of the Bosque del
Apache Visitor Center in the early 2000s.
As a part of the remodel, the Lannan Room
was created – a great space for important
educational sessions and meetings, from
which several thousand New Mexico school
children and event attendees have benefitted
over the past two decades. If you haven’t
done so, please notice at the front doors
to the visitor center a plaque with a photo
of Christina Ann Lannan and one of Mary
Oliver’s wonderful poems, “Wild Geese.” The
poem could not be more appropriate for the
place we so love and the sense of belonging
we feel here. In the poem’s closing words,
Mary Oliver writes,
Whoever you are, no matter how lonely,
the world offers itself to your imagination,
calls to you like the wild geese, harsh and
exciting—
over and over announcing your place
in the family of things.

Funding for the Initial Friends
Executive Director Position
Thanks to another Lannan Foundation grant,
Friends of Bosque del Apache was able to
learn, grow, and create an executive director
position, which has served us well; for
example, this position has helped us become
much stronger at fundraising for the refuge,
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Funding for Well Repairs at a
Critical Time

Leaving a Legacy
The legacy that Patrick Lannan leaves
reaches far beyond the boundaries of Bosque
del Apache and even New Mexico. For our
part, we will forever be grateful for his and
his family’s passion for and generosity to our
beloved Bosque del Apache. Some people
merely visit here; others, like Patrick, give
all they can to make a difference for this
beautiful place and for other people.
Here are fitting words from another of Mary
Oliver’s poems, “When Death Comes”:
When it’s over, I don’t want to wonder
if I have made of my life something particular,
and real.
I don’t want to find myself sighing and
frightened,
or full of argument.
I don’t want to end up simply having visited
this world.
–Deb Caldwell, Friends of Bosque del Apache Executive Director

Shop for a Cause:
New Merchandise in
Bosque Nature Store
It’s that time of year when wetlands are filled
and our wintering flock comes to visit the refuge,
bringing lots of birdwatchers, photographers,
hikers, and other visitors with them! In the
Bosque Nature Store, we always stock up for
this season, and now that we’re hosting an inperson Festival of the Cranes and the visitor
center is open again, we hope to see your
smiling faces! While you are here visiting, come
shop for a guide, pamphlet, or book to enhance
your visit; a memento to remember your visit; or
a Christmas or holiday gift for someone special.

Wonderful New Items at Our
Nature Store

Our new Bosque del
Apache special edition
flour sack towel:
now available! Store
manager Danielle
Gallegos worked
with Kei and Molly
Textiles, LLC, to create
this BdA exclusive
towel. It’s available
in green, red, and
yellow. Notice in the
photo that this towel
features several of your favorite animals at
Bosque del Apache, with a Gambel’s quail
being the “o” in the word Bosque! https://
friendsofbosquedelapache.org/product/
bosque-del-apache-tea-towel/

New benchmark sticker:

2022 Festival of the Cranes merchandise:

Based on this year’s winning artwork by artist
Deborah Bentley, we’ll have t-shirts, stickers,
notecards, magnets, and posters available
in the Nature Store, and everything except
the poster will be available online. First day
of sales on these items is November 18 (first
day of Crane Fiesta), and they will be posted
online as well. Get them while they last;
supplies are limited! When available online, go
to this link for access to FOC merchandise:
https://friendsofbosquedelapache.org/shop/
product-category/festival/

Want to show your love for Bosque del
Apache wherever you go? Buy this cool item
to stick on your laptop, coffee cup, car, or
somewhere else. This is the newest addition
to our sticker collection. Done in a classic
New Mexican color scheme, this sticker
features the greater roadrunner, our NM state
bird, and also Bosque del Apache’s longitude
and latitude location in decimal degrees.
https://friendsofbosquedelapache.org/
product/bda-benchmark-sticker/
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Many Other Popular Items in
Stock
We still carry some of your favorite t-shirts
and books, and clothing and hats to keep you
warm. Below is a mere sampling.

Our Bosque del Apache beanie is available in
three colors: red, blue, and black. All are
currently available online, but supplies are
limited, so get them before we sell out.

Our Crane Duet shirt, features art by Kim
Russell. In the Nature Store, this design is now
available in a gray long-sleeve shirt; available
both in the Nature Store and online are shortsleeve shirts in navy and 3/4 T-ball-stylesleeve shirts in a new color black/gray.
https://friendsofbosquedelapache.org/
product/duet-3-4-sleeve-t-shirt/

https://friendsofbosquedelapache.org/
product/bda-beanie/

Shop for a Cause and Save
Money Too
Reining in the Rio Grande
examines human
interactions with the Rio
Grande from prehistoric
time to the present
day and explores what
possibilities remain for
the desert river.
https://
friendsofbosquedelapache.org/
product/reining-in-the-rio-grande/
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Every purchase you make at Bosque Nature
Store benefits this beautiful refuge that you
love. And, Friends members receive a 10%
discount on all merchandise, online or in the
store! If shopping online, email us before
you order to receive your Member Discount
Code. We hope to see you soon in person
at Bosque Nature Store on the refuge or
virtually in our online store. Feel free to
contact us anytime at:
naturestore@friendsofbosquedelapache.org
or 575-835-1828, extension 234.
–Danielle Gallegos, Bosque Nature Store Manager

Colombia
Flyway Colombia: Birding the Santa
Marta Highlands and Atlantic Coast with
Friends of Bosque del Apache

$3,575

April 15 – 23, 2023
per person

Pricing based on a minimum of 10
participants in double occupancy

With over 1,900 avian species — more than any other
country in the world — Colombia is a birder’s paradise
waiting to be discovered. This 9-day program focuses
on the country’s northern highlights, including the
Caribbean region and the Santa Marta Mountains,
famed for their high level of endemic species. Explore
high elevation mountains, dry forest, and coastal
habitats in search of an array of tropical avifauna,
including flycatchers, hummingbirds, tanagers, toucans,
and more. Throughout your journey, meet members
of the local community and learn about conservation
efforts to use birding as a sustainable development
resource.

Price includes accommodations, meals and
activities as described in itinerary, full-time
birding guide for duration of the program,
in-country transportation, donation to Friends of
Bosque del Apache and National Audubon Society,
and carbon offset. Does not include international
airfare, gratuities, travel and/or trip cancellation
insurance, or items of a personal nature.

PRogRAM HigHligHts
•

Be one of the few outsiders to explore birding-rich,
remote regions of Northern Colombia led by expert
local guides.

•

Bird the coastal wetland and mangrove habitats of
Salamanca National Park and Los Flamencos Sanctuary
along Colombia’s Caribbean coast.

•

Explore the Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta, the highest
coastal mountain range in the world and home to more
than a quarter of the country’s endemic species.

•

Enjoy several days of birding at El Dorado Lodge, the
ProAves Foundation’s flagship lodge.

•

Meet the indigenous Wayúu people in Riohacha and
learn about their culture, represented in their weaving,
ceramics, vegetation, and gastronomy.

FoR MoRE iNFoRMAtioN or to enroll
Please visit: holbrook.travel/friendsofbosque-co23

Please visit: holbrook.travel/friendsofbosque-co23
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